Gobble! Gobble!
By Yasmin Logan

WINAND—People in the U.S.A celebrate Thanksgiving on the fourth Thursday to November. Thanksgiving is about giving thanks to what you are given. Many families include turkey, sweet potatoes, and ham when they eat a special dinner.

Thanksgiving Day started in New England. It was for thanks for the abundant harvest or crops. In New England, the first Thanksgiving day was celebrated in Plymouth in 1621 by the pilgrims together with the Native Americans.

Schools in the United States are closed on Thanksgiving. It allows family and friends to get together to celebrate the holiday. Fourth graders Faith, Kennedy, and Shawn said they enjoy spending time with their family. Mr. Day and Danica, in Ms. Kuehne’s class, like to eat food. Mr. Day especially likes to eat vegetarian turkey with stuffing.

It doesn’t matter if you’re Spanish, African-American, or Indian. Thanksgiving is a day to day join your family and friends and celebrate what has been given to you!

WINAND—The seasons are what we have every 3 months. There are 4 seasons since there are 12 months. They are Winter which is December-January, Spring is March-May, Summer is June-August, and Fall is September-October. Seasons are caused by the rotation of the earth that gives us day and night also the earth on its axis.

We have seasons not because we want them but because earth tilts on its axis. The axis is a fake line right down the middle of the world. One of rotations the earth makes it fall. Winter is well known for lots of snow. Spring usually has a lot of rain. Summer has the most heat waves out of all the seasons. Fall or Autumn so many leaves fall down.

It’s important to know that seasons also come with unpredictable weather changes. “Fall is typically one of the more quiet weather seasons except at the start of fall. September is the start of hurricane season,” said WHAL meteorologist Tony Pann when interviewed by email.

Seasons are very unique in their own way but they are all caused due to the earth’s rotations.

Kids love to do fun things during the Fall season. Some fun things are jumping in leaves, going to Pumpkin Patches, and now Baseball/Football season is starting.

Some kids such as Zoe K., who is in 3rd grade and in Mrs. Yun’s class, make up their own games. Zoe made up a game called “Balloon Pop.” Zoe made up the directions which is “Go outside, get a chair, blow up a balloon, then sit on it until it pops.” Another kid named Boubarcar D., who is in 5th grade and in Mrs. Quintern’s class, said he likes to play on his trampoline with his siblings.

They’re many things to do during Fall if you just use your imagination!
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